
JENNY

Good Afternoon.

My name is Jenny Windle, and I’m the director of marketing and communications for 
the Port of San Diego. I’m joined today by my esteemed colleague, Job Nelson, who is 
our chief policy advisor. 

Today we hope to share with you some best practices for leveraging your public and 
government relations efforts to help move important initiatives forward in your Port 
communities. 
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JENNY: 

Here’s a quick peek at what we plan to cover in the hour we have together. 

We’ll first give you a brief overview of the Port of San Diego, because you’ll quickly 
learn we are a unique Port.

Then we’ll each provide you with a look at the responsibilities of our respective 
departments. 

Finally, we’ll move into four case studies where we’ll illustrate how we’ve synchronized 
our marketing and communications efforts with our government and civic relations to 
maximize our efforts to positively influence the community that we serve. 

We’ve also teased out 9 lessons learned that we’ll cover as we go through the case 
studies, giving you something you can take away and use when you return to your 
home port. 
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JOB: 

The Port was created by an act of the State Legislature on December 18, 1962. 

The Port’s jurisdiction of 34 miles of waterfront includes 2,403 acres of land and 3,535 
acres of water spanning five cities – Chula Vista, Coronado, National City, San Diego and 
Imperial Beach. The Port manages this area on behalf of the residents of California. 

We are charged by the State of California with developing the tidelands and commercial 
business as stewards of San Diego Bay. We share the waterfront with the Navy, which 
oversees 17 miles of the bay.

We also work in collaboration with numerous state agencies including: the State Lands 
Commission, the California Coastal Commission, the State Department of Boating and 
Waterways and the U.S Department of Fish and Wildlife.

The Port is governed by a seven-member Board of Port Commissioners who are each 
appointed by the city councils of their respective cities. 
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We operate with a $144.6 million budget, which is derived from self-generated revenue 
by the Port’s business activities. Since 1970, the Port has not collected one dime of 
taxpayer money for its operations. 
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JENNY: 

When we think of ports, we often think specifically about maritime – cargo and cruise.

But the Port of San Diego is a unique economic engine that oversees so much more. In 
addition to managing traditional maritime uses, the Port also oversees real estate, 
water and land recreation, tourism, public safety and environmental stewardship.

This slide illustrates our five largest focus areas --- harbor police, maritime, recreation, 
environmental and land use, and real estate development. 

Harbor Police: Our 120 sworn employees serve San Diego Bay, San Diego International 
Airport and Port tidelands in our five member cities. The Port of San Diego is 
designated as one of 17 commercial U.S. Strategic Ports for military use.

Maritime: The Port of San Diego is the 4th largest of 11 California ports and the largest 
break-bulk (non-container) port in California. We oversee a working waterfront of 
boatyards, sport fishing landings and marine terminals – two cargo and two cruise. 
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Recreation: We also maintain 22 public parks as amenities that attract visitors and 
enhance the value of our waterfront.

Environment/land use: The Port is an environmental steward and our Green Port 
Program sets measurable goals for conservation, waste reduction and pollution 
prevention.

Real estate/engineering and construction: We have guided the developments of 34 
miles of prime waterfront  property including 16 hotels, 25 marinas, numerous 
restaurants, tours and museum attractions  and oversee 800 tenant businesses.
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JOB:

Uniqueness of Port

State Created Public Corporation- Responsibilities to State Lands Commission

Unique Government Structure- 5 Member Cities and 7 members of the Board

Not strictly a maritime port which creates its own set of tensions

Structure of Policy/Government Relations

Traditional Roles of State and Government Relations- Have additional non-
traditional responsibilities

Regional Responsibilities- SANDAG and Member Cities

Chief Policy Advisor- We are forced to operate much more like a small city-
Public Safety, Parks, Competing Budget Priorities
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JENNY: 

My department provides integrated marketing and communication services to meet 
the needs of several District goals. 

We are a team of 16 with a more than $4 million budget to help us provide a variety of 
services. 

For simplicity’s sake, there are really three buckets under our department umbrella: 
marketing, communication/pr and recreation services. 

Marketing:  purpose is to drive business development for the Port. This team handles 
the development and execution of strategic marketing plans for cruise, cargo, real 
estate and tourism. This side of the house also oversees development of all of our 
outward facing creative deliverables. 

Communications/PR: this team’s mission is to help people understand and value the 
Port. They handle all of our media relations, public tours, delegation visits, speech 
writing, web management, social media and video production. 
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Finally, Recreation Services oversees the management of our 22 parks and the 
hundreds of events that are permitted in them each year falls under this area of our 
department. This programmatic area of the Port makes sure that our tidelands are a 
vibrant waterfront destination where residents and businesses converge.
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So what does this look like in action ….

Well, we start all campaigns in a very non-glamourous – yet strategic – way, as 
illustrated by the screen in front of you. This is a screen shot of our strategic framework 
for our maritime month campaign. It’s not meant for you to read today, but simply to 
see the amount of thought that goes into each of our campaigns. 

The purpose of going through this exercise is to make sure that we are aligning the 
campaign with overall Port goals (CLICK). It also helps us prepare an action plan to 
deliver the results we’re hoping for. 

We then determine our campaign objective, in this case for Maritime Month (CLICK) it’s 
“Celebrating the hardworking men and women who make San Diego’s maritime 
industry such a success.” This is where we call out our goals, strategies, tactics and 
metrics. 

From there, we develop our key messages for the campaign (CLICK), identify our 
audience, then plan out the campaign elements and collateral needs for the program. 
(CLICK) This gives us a dashboard to work from to help navigate through the campaign. 
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So let’s take a look at how this campaign is rolling out …… 
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We start with the basics …..

Crafting a look for the campaign, which you see here …. Which will complement the 
strategic messaging we’ve already developed with the framework. 

Then we pull that look and feel throughout the various mediums we have at our 
disposal – here we’re showing the campaign look on our website and Facebook page 
and our email blast sent out to our various stakeholders, including the media. 
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We’ve teamed up with our local television station, KUSI, to be a partner in promoting 
Maritime Month. 

We will orchestrate a 3-hour live broadcast on Good Morning San Diego from various 
Port locations. We have a full slate of subject matter experts speaking on maritime and 
the Port’s regional influence during the program. This is a shot from last year’s morning 
show on the left. 

Also, in concert with Maritime Month, we get the local children from the schools 
nearest to the terminals involved. In the top right, we have a shot from last year’s 
“Name the Tug” contest. 

We also offer several public bus and boat tours during Maritime Month, which fill up 
quickly, and this year we’re adding a movie night to the mix. 
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Finally, we have a video component to the plan. Here’s a quick 30 second public service 
announcement that we’ll be running during the month ….. 
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One final example of a project we’re working on in Marcom that I’m quite proud of is 
our branding effort. 

I love this quote from our branding consultant, North Star, who says “Your brand is 
what people say about you when you’re not around.”

And “Branding is what you do about it.”

I’m sure many of you saw the article in the Spring issue of Seaports about the 
importance of branding, which did a fantastic job of outlining what branding is and 
what it isn’t and why it is important. 

For those of you who didn’t get a chance to review the article, I’ll give you the quick 
readers digest version. 

Branding is not a slick logo and snappy tagline. It’s not just the Nike Swosh or the “Just 
Do It” slogan. Those are expressions of the Nike brand. The brand itself is everything 
behind the mark and the slogan. 
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Crafting the heart and soul of a brand takes great thoughtfulness and strategy …..  it 
isn’t done on the back of a napkin over the weekend … and it isn’t done without the 
support of our executives and your board. 

Thankfully, we have the support of both right now as we are in the midst of a rather 
stringent brand development exercise at the Port of San Diego to help solidify our own 
brand promise. We’ve embarked on a research-based brand initiative that will take both 
qualitative and quantitative research and cull that down to a single statement that 
solidifies our agency’s corporate identify. 

From there, we’ll build a narrative and visual system that will express our brand. And we 
will use that in every interaction about the Port. 

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT? 

For that, I’m going to hand it over to Job to further explore the importance of narrative 
……. 
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JENNY
Earlier this year, the Port’s new economic impact numbers were set to be released. This 
is something that happens every January. In the past, the finding had gone to the Board 
with a memo, and a news release had been done, but not much more. 

As we starting talking about the significance of this report, we clearly knew we had to 
do much more than a news release. The news was extremely validating to our 
developing narrative, and this meant we needed to craft a campaign to get the word 
out to our stakeholders and the public at large. 

So, with a finely crafted key message platform, we began pitching the media. We 
offered interviews and appearances by our chairman to print, TV and radio. We had 
two solid weeks of positive coverage on this one topic, totally about $93,000 worth of 
earned media and a reach of just under one million viewers and listeners. 

Congruently, the San Diego Regional Economic Development Council just so happened 
to be preparing for a global economic summit in February, and we thought “what 
better place to unveil our new numbers and be part of the economic narrative than 
here?” So we lobbied to have our chairman included on the panel of this event and he 
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brilliantly laid out the narrative surrounding the port’s economic impact to a global 
audience. 

We also created impactful digital assets like infographics that were pushed out via our 
social and web mediums to the public at large. 

All in all, we created the buzz around this topic that would have otherwise gone 
unnoticed had we not really leveraged our PR efforts. 

So, what were our lessons learned from this:

First, plot and presentation are equal. We had to make this story emotionally 
compelling  as well as visually appealing. Both needed equal attention.  

Second, we couldn’t leave this to just a one-day news release. We had to keep the 
stories coming. A month-long social campaign was designed to augment news coverage 
that lasted for a solid two weeks. 

Finally, sequels are okay. Some may have thought, “this is the same info as last year, just 
slightly different. Why make a big deal about it?” Sure, this may be true, but each time 
you get your message out you are reinforcing the narrative in existing stakeholders’ 
minds and possibly reaching new stakeholders. Don’t be afraid to get your message out 
early and often. 
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JOB: 

Set stage by talking about Charger issue in 2012 ….. Before Job and I both got here … 
but we watched from the sidelines, because everyone was watching
Stadium talk started to heat up again in late 2014 with talks of team moving …..

LESSONS LEARNED: 
Think your story out ….
Make sure your story has an appropriate plot arch ….
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JOB: 

LESSONS LEARNED: 
Build in lots of review …..
Always consider your audience ……

Background on IP (if needed): 
The Port is in the midst of developing a 50-year vision plan as part of the Port Master 
Plan Update to help guide land and water uses in San Diego Bay. 

We have just concluded the initial visioning phase of this project that will eventually 
result in a new Port Master Plan.

The vision and guiding principles which were developed during this phase will ensure a 
holistic, thoughtful and balanced approach to creating a vibrant, sustainable bay for 
future generations. 

The public was engaged through a variety of workshops throughout the past year in the 
Integrated Planning process and will continue to be involved as the effort moves 
forward.
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Goals of the Integrated Planning process:
* Create excitement for the San Diego Bay waterfront
* Integrate current and future assets in a comprehensive manner
* Establish the Port as a local and regional leader
* Produce a 50-year vision consistent with the Port’s mission statement
* A plan that would be supported by the Port Commissioners and the region
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JENNY: 

Sometimes, once in a lifetime opportunities come your way. And for the Port, this 
happened recently in the form of being part of a National Geographic special …. 

San Diego was selected last year as one of just 18 cities from around the world to be 
showcased in a three-year National Geographic TV series on “smart cities.” San Diego 
made the final cut following a long process that narrowed down the list of cities from 
150 to 50 then to the final 18. San Diego is the only North American city to be featured 
in the series.

The Port of San Diego contributed a very nominal amount to be part of the $6 million 
project. The Port’s marketing and communications team worked closely with NatGeo to 
identify Port-related story ideas and also coordinated filming with the crew while they 
were on-location in San Diego.

The takeaway here was we were ready with our narrative and able to clearly share that 
with National Geographic when the opportunity presented itself. The result is that our 
story is being clearly articulated to a global audience by a trusted third party in a way 
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that we would never be able to do ourselves. 

In fact, I’ll be in Tokyo next week with our Chairman and Director of Maritime to unveil 
this video to our key Japanese customers and other stakeholders, firmly cementing the 
Port of San Diego on the world’s stage. 

LESSONS LEARNED from this were simple: 
-- Don’t be afraid to take risks …. This was obviously a out-of-the-box opportunity, but it 
is paying off in spades
-- Ghost writing is allowed; it is sometimes preferred if someone else is writing the story 
…. NatGeo now a Port ambassador 

Here’s a 30 second clip to give you a sample …. 

The documentary in its entirely is running on the NatGeo channel worldwide 
throughout the month of May. 
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Plot and presentation are equal …

Keep the stories coming ….

Sequels are okay … 

Think your story out ….

Make sure your story has an appropriate plot arch ….

Build in lots of review ….

Always consider your audience …. –

Don’t be afraid to take risks ….

 Ghost writing is allowed
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